Practice of implementation of parallel audit of
management by aquatic biological resources of
of the Barents sea and Norwegian sea with the Office of
the Auditor General of Norway
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Double effect from SAIs cooperation (double focuses)
Main auditing risks
- non-effective
using
government
funds
by
management of fishery –
distortion of accounts;
- big value of illegal catches
comparable with official quotas:
distortion of fishery reports;
- deficiencies of of government
control in the area and activity
of the Joint Russian-Norwegian
Commission for Fishing.

Bilateral:
- auditing efforts;
- auditing experiences;
- date of last internal audits;
- auditing intellect.
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Common issues of the parallel audit
1. The evaluation of the illegal cod fishery, including unaccounted fishery of this type of water

biological resources, above the prescribed national quotas.
2. The observance of the Joint Russian – Norwegian fishery Commission decisions.
3. The effectiveness of the state control in the area of water biological resources protection.
4. Sanctions for law infringement in using of water biological resources. The description, analysis
and evaluation of the present capabilities of applying sanctions and their actual application.
5. The allocation and utilization of the quotas of catching water biological resources, allotted to the
fishery organizations.
6. The analysis of implementation of the Joint Russian- Norwegian research programs on water
biological resources, approved at sessions of the Joint Russian- Norwegian Commission.

Common criteria of parallel audit
 The volume of illegal fishery of water biological resources, the extraction regulation of which is
realized by the decisions of the Joint Russian – Norwegian fishery Commission.
 Compliance of national legislative acts and normative acts, which regulate fishery, with the
decisions of the bilateral agreements between Russia and Norway on the issues of common fish
resources and with the decisions of the Joint Russian – Norwegian fishery Commission.
 The adequacy of control measures and the analysis of practical effectiveness of control of
protection in the sphere of the sea biological resources.
 The adequacy of sanctions for violation of fishing regulations, including criminal prosecution.
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Basic forms and essentials of joint work on the 1st phase (2005-2007)
Separate program and auditing, joint discussion of the results and drafting of
Memorandum
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Memorandum on the Outcomes of the Concurrent Audit
(common result document (examples)
Common conclusion on the issue (fragment).
- The catch of cod exceeds the established general quotas substantially.
- The Accounts Chamber of the Russian Federation and the Office of the Auditor General of
Norway establish that certain important decisions adopted at the 33rd and 34th sessions of
the Joint Commision for Fishing have not been fully executed so far.
- The auditing activities carried out by the Accounts Chamber of the Russian Federation and the
Office of the Auditor General of Norway demonstrated significant differences in the control
systems of the Russian and Norwegian bodies of government administration of fishery in the
Barents and Norwegian Seas. It concerns, in particular, the scope of control, the aim of control
and the degree of collaboration of various inspection agencies in each country.
…..
Findings of the Accounts Chamber of the Russian Federation (fragment).
The audit of the Accounts Chamber of the Russian Federation revealed that the system of quotas
distribution for catching water biological resources existing in the Russian Federation
envisages that quotas for all without exception types of usage are part of generally permissible
catches.
Findings of the Office of the Auditor General of Norway.
The analysis of the Office of the Auditor General revealed that the Norwegian Administration for
Fishing has a large and detailed code of rules for quotas distribution by groups of vessels and
regulating seizures.
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Forms of our work on the 2 phase (2008-2010)

Common working group of the SAIs on inspection fishery boat in Norwegian sea
with Norwegian Coast Boarding
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Common working group of the SAIs on inspection fishery boats in Barents sea
with Russian Coast Boarding
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Interviews in Russian and Norwegian government authorities, managed of fisheries
and provide state control of keeping fishery rules
Joint work over List of
Guestions to auditing
authorities

Guidance of
Office of the
Auditor
General of
Norway

Interviews

Interviews

Joint write reports of interviews
and discus about findings
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Conclusions


Cooperation between account chambers after the conducted audits
allows to estimate the effectiveness of the joint work and gives the
opportunity to continue interaction with the respective authorities. In any
case the SAI-s cooperation is sufficient on a long term basis.



The result of joint audit is always reported to the respective operational
institutions whose leaders participate in Memorandums development and
signing. This is also a tool to demonstrate the control to the operational
institutions and agencies.



Cooperation on a long-term basis gives practical tools to implement
internal audit using the international experience and international
methodology. In such programs control cooperation within SAI-s is more
intense, while relation to problems and drawbacks discovered is more
detailed and meticulous.
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THANK YOU FOR ATTENTION!
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